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Understand Your Assigment

•Read your syllabus and related materials.

•Do you know what your instructor is expecting?

•Figure out who your audience is.

•Begin doing research and finding sources if required.

Brainstorm or Prewrite

•Write down your initial thoughts or reactions to the topic.

•Try different strategies to see what works best for you.

•Pick out ideas that you think are the strongest in order to make your outline.

•Spend as much time here as it takes for you to develop usable ideas.

Create an Outline

•Start with writing your thesis statement.

•Use your main ideas as body paragraphs

•Use details and research as support within your body paragraphs

Rough Draft

•Use your Outline as a guide to writing your rough draft. 

•Focus on creating ideas instead of technicalities. 

Edit the Big Picture

•For the first round of editing, try to focus on problems with your ideas and organization instead of 
small technicalities. 

•Your paper could change a lot during this stage, so worrying about correcting sentences that might not 
end up in the final draft may be a waste of time.

•Refer back to the assignment sheet to make sure you are meeting the requirments for the assignment

Edit the Details

•Once you feel comfortable with your big picture, read your paper out loud to help you find any 
problems with grammar, mechanics and punctuation.

•Make sure that you are citing any sources that you've used correctly.

Create Your Final Draft

•It may take several rounds of editing to reach your final draft.

•Save each draft on your computer so that you can go back to find information you may have removed 
in later drafts.

•Triple check the essay requirments

•Make sure to have a back-up plan if your computer decides not to work

•Reward yourself for a job well-done!


